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Expert's introduction

Prof. John Chabot (Figure 1) received his medical degree from Dartmouth College School of Medicine and completed a residency in General Surgery at Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center and a fellowship in Surgery at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center. He joined New York-Presbyterian/Columbia in 1983 and has since become Professor of Surgery and Executive Director of the Pancreas Center and Chief of Gastrointestinal/Endocrine Surgery. Prof. Chabot’s clinical interest is focused on the prevention, treatment, and cure of cancers involving the gastrointestinal tract (especially pancreatic cancer) and other areas of surgical oncology such as the surgical treatment of thyroid cancer and mesothelioma of the peritoneum. He has published extensively in leading medical journals including Pancreas, Journal of Clinical Oncology, Journal of Gastrointestinal Surgery, and other notable publications. He also actively leads Columbia Doctors in responding to the challenges associated with rapid innovation, advancing technology, and the highly informed patient. Prof. Chabot has received numerous awards during his career, including the Jerry Gliklich Practitioner of the Year Award, Teaching Award in Surgery for Excellence in Teaching and Mentoring, and has been named multiple times as one of New York Magazine’s Top Doctors.

Figure 1 John Chabot.

The interview

HBSN: What made you decide to engage in the study of pancreatic cancer?

Prof. Chabot: It is a difficult question. I don’t have a good answer. I think the best answer is because when I started studying, it was very difficult and it was a big challenge for us.

HBSN: What do you think of the development of this field in the future?

Prof. Chabot: I think it will be a very exciting time, and my goal today is to try to communicate that. The idea is that doctors with different specialties can support each other, and make the sum of their efforts better than the individual parts. And I think this is why we are here today.

HBSN: Can you talk about some recent advances in the therapy of pancreatic cancer?

Prof. Chabot: No question is more important than the improvement of chemotherapy, the choice of chemotherapy...
for individual patients, and the ability to deliver that chemotherapy safely.

**HBSN: Would you also mind sharing some of difficulties that you have faced in research or clinical work?**

**Prof. Chabot:** The important challenge in doing the kind of work that I have been doing is being able to have departments work closely with each other. Most universities are built around departments working independently of each other. And I think what cancer patients really need are doctors from different departments working closely together. One of my proudest achievements is having all pancreatic doctors from every different department living and working on the same floor of the hospital. Instead of having just surgeons, just oncologists, just radiologists, we all work on the same floor.

**HBSN: Being such a successful professor, what do you think is the key to success?**

**Prof. Chabot:** I think, obviously, working hard and asking important questions, but also keeping focused. Understanding where you want to go, finding what your question is going to be, and sticking with that question, even when it becomes difficult.

**HBSN: When did you first hear about our journal, HBSN?**

**Prof. Chabot:** Oh, that must have been 6 or 7 years ago. I am not sure exactly when, but quite a long time ago.

**HBSN: So what do you see in HBSN’s future?**

**Prof. Chabot:** I anticipate being your reviewer. So, I hope to help it to develop.

**HBSN: I do hope we can have a productive collaboration. Thank you.**
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